
15 Productivity Plugins for WordPress 
 

This is an extra resource to go along with the original article: 
These WordPress Hacks Will Seriously Improve Your Productivity 

 
 

 
 
Sometimes you can work through a WordPress site quickly and easily, but other times you need 
a little help. These plugins handle many difficult tasks allowing you to focus on what’s really 
important. 
  

1. Search Regex Plugin lets you find and replace characters in your posts simultaneously. 
 

2. Post Snippets Plugin allows you to fill out forms with only the unique parts to your 
commonly used shortcodes and HTML and then spits it out for you. 

  
3. WP-Optimize is a simple but effective plugin allows you to extensively clean up your 

WordPress database and optimize it without doing manual queries. 
 

4. P3 (Plugin Performance Profiler) creates a profile of your WordPress plugins’ 
performance by measuring their impact on your site’s load time. 

 
5. WP Clean Up removes unwanted data from your database. 

 
6. Optimize Database after Deleting Revisions is a one-click WordPress database 

cleaner/optimizer. 
 

7. WP-DBManager allows you to optimize database, repair database, backup database, 
restore database, delete backup database, drop/empty tables and run selected queries. 

 
8. Optimize DB lets you optimize the tables of your database to reduce their overhead. 

 
9. W3 Total Cache provides easy web performance optimization (WPO) using caching: 

browser, page, object, database, minify and content delivery network support. 
 

10. EWWW Image Optimizer is a WordPress plugin that will automatically optimize your 
images as you upload them to your blog without any loss of quality. 

 
11. WPDBSpringClean scans your WordPress system and identifies and deletes unused 

database tables from uninstalled plugins. 
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12. Revision Control gives you more control over the Revision functionality. 

 
13. WP Performance Pack does performance optimizations for WordPress. It features 

options to improve localization performance and improved image handling. 
 

14. NextGEN Gallery Optimizer improves your site’s page load speed by preventing 
NextGEN’s scripts and css from loading on posts without galleries. 

 
15. WP Database Cleaner allows users to quickly cleanup and optimize the WordPress 

database by removing all spam comments, trash comments, unused tags, post 
revisions, auto drafts and much more. 
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